SPECIFICATIONS FOE BAILBOAD CONCBE^E WOBK.
layer may be made of exactly the right amount of mortar, and the proper thickness of the layer may be accurately determined. The intention is that the facing and the backing shall be rammed and set together. In no case is one to be put in advance of the other, or so that either may set before the other. In no case shall the Inspector or Engineer in charge permit any work to be finished by plastering mortar on concrete which has set, but should it become necessary at any time to refinish a surface which has set, it shall be picked off so that at least three (3) inches of mortar can be added, and the surface of the old concrete shall be roughened and thoroughly wet before new material is added, such new material being mortar as specified for facing.
23.    Layers of concrete shall be kept truly horizontal, and if, for any reason, it is necessary to stop work for an indefinite period, it shall be the duty of the Inspector and of the con-
, tractor to see that the top surface of the concrete, is properly finished, so that nothing but a horizontal line shall show on the face of the concrete, as the joint between portions of the work constructed before and after such period of delay. If, for any reason, it is impossible to complete an entire layer, the end of the layer shall be made square and true by the use of a temporary plank partition, as specified in paragraph twenty (20). No irregular, wavy or sloping lines shall be permitted to show on the face of the concrete work as the result of constructing different portions of the work at different periods, and none but horizontal or vertical lines shall be permitted in such cases.
24.    Where concrete is to be put into a foundation below water level, all water shall as far as possible be removed from the excavation.    If it is impossible by means of the ordinary pumping facilities to control the flow of water, the excavation may be taken out in sections, and the concrete may be placed in the foundation, section by section.    Special care should be taken to ram thorottghly the bottom layer of concrete, and to remove all mud and clay from the vertical face of each section of concrete, as additional sections are excavated and prepared for addition of concrete work.    Where the foundation is soft,^ as, for example, where piles are used, either fine or coarse" broken stone may be spread over the bottom of the excavation and thoroughly rammed into the earth before putting in any concrete.    In no case shall a dry mixture of sand, cement and crushed stone be put into a foundation.    The concrete may be mixed with a less proportion of water, but should not be placed in the foundation without thorough mixing.    Where strata of gravel and sand permit the entrance of water into the foundation with such freedom that small sections of the same cannot be
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